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5. ALEGrO
Status update 

Amprion and Elia are developing a new HVDC connection between Germany and Belgium. We would like to 
inform MPs about the concepts and planning that will be used to implement this cable in FB MC.

Reminder: status quo in CWE
l Capacity is allocated in the DA market by a flow-based approach in the CWE area 
l 5 bidding zones (FR, NL, BE, DE/LU, AT)
l The impact of commercial exchanges on load flows in the AC network is estimated as a function of the zonal net positions (by 

zonal PTDFs)
l Main FB allocation parameters are 5 zonal PTDFs and 1 RAM value for each CBCO

ALEGrO comes with an evolution of the methodology:
l ALEGrO requires the integration of a controllable HVDC link within the FB coupled area
l Approach: Evolved Flow-Based (EFB) concept
l Model the impact of the exchange over the HVDC link on the CBCOs in the AC network
l Determine the optimal exchange over the HVDC link as part of the day-ahead market welfare optimization 

(„EUPHEMIA“ algorithm) 
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Implementation of EFB will be done by adding two virtual hubs
l At the two connection points of the HVDC link two new „virtual“ bidding zones are modelled in FBMC
l The net positions of these virtual bidding zones are equal to the injection/extraction of power at the connection nodes of the 

HVDC link
l Assuming no losses of the HVDC link, the net positions (NP) of the two virtual bidding zones are balanced: 

Modelling of HVDC link by HVDC parameters
l By adding the two virtual bidding zones, the impact of the injection/extraction at the HVDC links‘ ends (= net position of the 

virtual bidding zones) on flows in the AC network can be modelled by two new zonal PTDFs for the corresponding net positions
l From 5 to 7 zonal PTDFs per CBCO
l Further, the outage of the HVDC link needs to be considered as a new critical outage (CO) in the CBCO list

¡ New CBCOs for the CO “outage of ALEGrO“
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Example FB parameters with EFB
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5. ALEGrO
Understanding the impact of EFB

In the PTDF matrix (7 columns) the PTDFs are expressed as zone to slack. To calculate the impact of an exchange from Bidding 
Zone A to Bidding Zone B, the zone to zone PTDF needs to be calculated via the following formula:

𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! #→% = 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& # − 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& %

For an HVDC implemented using EFB (ALEGrO), the impact of an exchange from BZ A to BZ B via an HVDC can be expressed as 
the sum of two exchanges:
1. First the energy needs to flow from BZ A to the converter station in BZ A where it will be transformed from AC to DC. Since the 

converter station is represented by its own virtual hub HVDC_A , the impact of this exchange on the AC grid can be expressed 
as:

𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! #→'()*_# = 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& # − 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& '()*_#

2. Second, the energy exchanged over the DC cable need to be converted back to AC and then exchanged again over the AC grid 
to Bidding Zone B. Again, the converter station is represented by its own virtual hub HVDC_B (at the other end of the HVDC 
cable). The impact on the AC grid from this second exchange can thus be expressed as:

𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! '()*_% →% = 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& '()*_% − 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& %
Putting the two exchange together, we see that an exchange between Bidding Zone A and Bidding Zone B over the DC cable can 
be expressed using the PTDFs oft eh virtual hubs:

𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! #→% = (𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& #−𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& '()*_#) + (𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& '()*_% − 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& %)

The zone to zone PTDF of an exchange between BZ A and BZ B over the AC grid will thus be different when using the DC cable.
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5. ALEGrO
Understanding the impact of EFB

Applying the calculation on an exchange between Germany and Belgium, we can calculate as illustration the impact of an 
exchange over the AC grid versus an exchange over Alegro 

AC grid exchange:

𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! ), →%, = 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& ), − 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& %,
𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! ), →%, = +3%− −31% = +34%

In other words, if we exchange 1000 MW via the AC grid, then 340 MW will pass on the PST Van Eyck after the N-1 of the PST 
Zandvliet, increasing the flow over the PST in the NL è BE direction.

An Exchange over Alegro where first the energy needs to flow from Germany to the converter station in Oberzier (where it is 
perceived as a load). Then, the converter station in Lixhe injects the power back into the grid to feed the Belgian nodes. So the 
zone to zone PTDF can be calculated as:

𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! ), →%, = (𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& ),−𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& #-),) + (𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& #-%, − 𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"& %,)
𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹!"! ), →%, = (+3%−10%) + (−45%− −31%) = -21%

In other words, if we exchange 1000 MW via ALEGrO, then -210 MW will pass on the PST Van Eyck after the N-1 of the PST 
Zandvliet, decreasing the flow over the PST in the NL è BE direction.

When the CB/CO is congested, then an exchange over ALEGrO will be preferred by the Market Coupling algorithm since it relieves 
the congestion. TSOs are not making the choice of one or the other path: the market coupling algorithm is choosing with the 
objective of maximizing the welfare.
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CB CO AT BE DE FR NL AL_BE
(Lixhe)

AL_DE
(Oberzier)

PST Van Eyck PST Zandvliet -1% -31% +3% -13% +6% -45% +10%
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Project status:
l The go-live will be communicated in due time and is expected to be during Q4.
l It is expected that there will be a technical go-live prior to the commercial go-live. At that time, the FB domain will include the 

virtual hubs but no PTDFs will be calculated and no capacity on ALEGrO will be made available to the market.

Additional remarks
l Notably, in the EFB approach the transmission over the HVDC link is determined by the FBMC allocation algorithm
l HVDC link setpoint is chosen optimally for maximizing day-ahead market welfare
l The EFB approach is part of the Core CCM. The modelling in detail for the seamless integration in EUPHEMIA is described in 

additional documents

Impact on the market
l The project aims at introducing all timeframes (DA / ID / LT) at, or shortly after, go live. The allocation will be performed in the 

CWE framework and will use existing processes.
l The project foresees to perform a long duration external parallel run to ensure sufficient transparency of the impact towards the 

market. As such, the external parallel run will replace an official SPAIC, however it could be that TSOs publish an additional 
SPAIC before the external parallel run. 
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5. ALEGrO
External parallel run principles
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The ALEGrO external parallel run will start beginning of May until ALEGrO go-live 
l The external parallel run is scheduled from beginning of May until ALEGrO go-live. The schedule is slightly shifted due to a 

delay in the back-office tools.
l There will be a ramp-up approach during the external // run. At first 2 BDs per week are going to be calculated. By mid of May 

7 BDs per week should be calculated.
l The ALEGrO externall parallel run will apply FBP since this is the expected allocation method at the go-live.

Calculation
l Daily calculations will be done from D-2, with the final computation being run in D-1
l MC calculations will be performed in D+14 for publication

Publication
l Publication to market parties will be done in the updated version of the Utility Tool on a dedicated page on JAO. Further 

information will be provided there

Questions
l In case of questions, market parties can contact the ALEGrO project under alegro@magnus.nl

ALEGrO

http://magnus.nl


5. ALEGrO
Transparency - European Transparency Platform
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In line with the transparency regulation obligations (EU-543/2013), ETP will be updated for all data items for this 
new bidding zone border 
l Example cross-border physical flow to be already published for the active power commissioning test-phase

D.BECK



5. ALEGrO
Transparency - Utility tool (I)
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Utility Tool as main practical used data-provision resp. transparency tool will (only) change in details due to the 
fact that DE-BE bilateral exchanges are already feasible without ALEGrO. 

D.BECK



5. ALEGrO
Transparency - Utility tool (II)
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Two additional (virtual) hubs in the PTDF-sheets:

D.BECK



5. ALEGrO
Transparency - Utility tool (III)
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Additionally to the MAX/MIN NET POS of DE and BE, the max net pos of the virtual HUBs are provided:
• Helps MPs to better understand/ separate the impact of the DC-line

D.BECK



5. ALEGrO
Outlook
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ALEGrO project intends to provide further and more detailed information in the upcoming physical CCG Meeting 
foreseen in May/June 2020 (still to be scheduled) and to answer MPs’ questions on
• Status of infrastructure project
• ALEGrO in different timeframes and related publications
• Discussion of external parallel run results
• Evolved Flow Based method
• Consideration of ALEGrO in market coupling
• Questions & Answers



5. ALEGrO
Understanding the impact of EFB

The figure below shows the distribution of allocated flow on Alegro for 10 BDs simulated during the internal 
parallel run. The results illustrate the effect of Evolved Flow Based.
l There are situation where the flow over the interconnector is less than 1000 MW even if there is no price convergence in the 

CWE region. In such cases, the market coupling algorithm explicitly made the trade off between and AC and DC exchange 
considering the impact on the congested CNEC.

l From the figure it cannot be deducted whether a flow on the interconnector was non intuitive or not (against the market spread 
BE-DE), however, with the application of FBP such situations can be expected. 

Further details on the EFB and the impact of ALEGrO will be shared during the physical CCG. 
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